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Abstract. In parliamentary debates the speakers make reference to each
others. By extracting and linking named entities from the speeches it
is possible to construct reference networks and use them for analysing
networks of politicians and parties and their debates. This paper presents
how such a network can be constructed automatically, based on a speech
corpus 2015–2022 of the Parliament of Finland, and used as a basis for
network analyses.
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1 Introduction

Networks of Speeches Parliamentary speech data of plenary sessions provide
a wealth of information on the state and functioning of democratic systems, po-
litical life and, more generally, language and culture [2]. Arguably, using Linked
Data (LD) for representing metadata about the speeches and the politicians is
useful: LD provides well-defined semantics for representing and enriching knowl-
edge3 aggregated for heterogeneous data sources [24,4], as well as methods for
publishing the data for data-analyses and for developing applications, such as se-
mantic portals [9]. This paper argues for using textual speech data for analyzing
networks of politicians and parties. It is shown, how Named Entity Recogni-
tion (NER) and Linking (NEL) can be used for extracting reference networks
from parliamentary speeches, and be used for network analyses. As a case study,
speeches and politicians of the Parliament of Finland are considered.

Related Works Several parliamentary corpora have been formed from the
minutes of the plenary debates, see, e.g., [13] and the CLARIN list of parlia-
mentary corpora4. The related ParlaMint project5 [6] brings together Parla-
CLARIN-based national corpora. Parliamentary materials have also been trans-
formed into the form of LD when creating the LinkedEP [24] system on the

3 https://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/
4 https://www.clarin.eu/resource-families/parliamentary-corpora
5 https://www.clarin.eu/content/parlamint-towards-comparable-parliamentary-corpora



European Parliament’s data, the Italian Parliament6, the LinkedSaeima for the
Latvian parliament [4], and the Finnish ParliamentSampo [20,14,9] whose data
is used in this paper. The corpora have been used mostly for linguistic analyses,
not for network science as suggested in our paper. For example, in [3] the content
of women’s parliamentary speeches in the British Parliament is analyzed, and
in [18,1,7,10,11] thematic and conceptual analyses of language and the opinions
were made.

Network science [25,27,19], a field revolutionized around 20 years ago, has
been extremely successful explaining various phenomena and fundamental con-
cepts in a wide array of systems from societies to brain and cellular biology. The
tools and ideas developed for network analysis range from ideas characterising
the whole network to diagnostics computed for individual nodes in the network,
such as centrality measures, node roles, and local clustering coefficients. Given
the unexploited potential, there is a need to provide networks hidden in parlia-
mentary data for researchers to study in Digital Humanities (DH) using methods
of network science.

In this paper We first present a data model and data service for represent-
ing reference networks of parliamentary speeches, and how such a network was
created based on the ParliamentSampo data. After this, a system for making
network analyses is present with examples from Finnish dataset 2015–2019 of
65 000 speeches. In conclusion, contributions of the work are discussed and di-
rections for further research outlined.

2 A Data Model and Service for Speech Networks

The ParliamentSampo data publication consists of two parts: 1) a knowledge
graph (KG) of all parliamentary debate speeches in Finland from 1907 [20] and
2) a KG of the Members of Parliament and the parliament organizations [14].
When analysing biographies in our earlier research, sociocentric and egocentric
networks connecting the actors could be constructed based on, e.g., mentioned
names, hypertext links, genealogical relations, or similarities in characteristics
such as lifetime events [22,15,5]. In this paper, the same idea is applied to parlia-
mentary speeches that make mutual references to each other through mentioned
Members of Parliament (MP).

Extracting and Linking Named Entities In order to extract such ref-
erence networks, the original RDF speech graph was enriched with Natural
Language Processing (NLP) methods, such as named entity recognition (NER)
and linking (NEL) [21]. The extraction was done using the upgraded Nelli
tool [23] by querying the speeches in the ParliamentSampo SPARQL endpoint.
The FinBERT-NER model [26] was used for lemmatizing texts and for NER.
The mentioned people, places, groups and organizations and their related infor-
mation were then linked internally to the ParliamentSampo knowledge graph
of MPs using the ARPA tool [16]. In addition, for a broader data enrichment,

6 http://data.camera.it



linkings to external data sources were created, including the Kanto7 vocabulary
for Finnish actors provided by the National Library, the YSO Places ontology8,
PNR9 gazetteer of Finnish place names by the National Survey, and the Semantic
Finlex10 [17] legal KG of the Ministry of Justice.

The NEL results were transformed into RDF as instances of the class Name-
dEntity described in Table 1. Namespace provo refers to the PROV-O ontology11.
The instances link the resources behind the mentions to speakers.

Table 1. Metadata schema for the class for NamedEntity.

Element URI C Range Meaning of the value

:surfaceForm 1 xsd:string Original surface form in text

:count 1 xsd:integer Number of entity mentions in a speech

:category 1 xsd:string Type of the named entity

skos:relatedMatch 0..* rdfs:Resource Links to ontologies for named entities

provo:wasAssociatedWith 1..*
:NamedEntityMethod,
provo:SoftwareAgent

Provenance information about the method
used to extract the named entity

The accuracy of the NEL was estimated for 100 randomly selected men-
tions of people, places, organizations, and expressions of time. The precision was
97%, recall 77%, and F1-score 86%. Based on our initial evaluation, 88% of the
speeches contained a named entity of which 30% contained a person name. From
this evaluation set, roughly 20% contained only person names and for them the
f1-score was 100%. The linking of person names was more tricky, currently, the
person names were linked internally to ParliamentSampo successfully only if the
person name was mentioned as a full name. The family names were not con-
nected in separate speeches and it remains as future work to connect the family
names and the full names properly.

3 Analyzing Networks of Politicians

This section gives examples of analysing networks of MPs using the Python
package NetworkX [8]. Two different reference networks were constructed based
on speeches given during the electoral term 2015–2019 and the linked person
names.

The first reference network has MPs as nodes and the other one parties. In
the former case, links point from the speaker to the mentioned person, and the
weight of the link corresponds to the total number of speeches with at least one
mention. Administrative speeches of the Speaker of the Parliament of Finland
were not taken into account. The network has in total 209 MPs that have been

7 https://finto.fi/finaf/en/
8 https://finto.fi/yso-paikat/en/?clang=en
9 http://www.ldf.fi/dataset/pnr

10 https://data.finlex.fi
11 https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/



mentioned or have mentioned someone. The total number of mentions to other
MPs extracted from the speeches is 2108.

To study and visualize the network, hub and authority values were calculated
using the HITS algorithm [12]. Ten MPs with highest authority values and ten
nodes with highest hub values are shown in Fig. 1. From the MPs with highest
authority values, Juha Sipilä, Timo Soini, and Petteri Orpo were ministers and
leaders of their parties during the 2015–2019 term. From the opposition, Antti
Rinne, Ville Niinistö, and his successor Touko Aalto served also as leaders of
their parties during 2015–2019. Three MPs, Touko Aalto, Pia Viitanen, and Ben
Zyskowicz, are at the same time both top hubs that make references, and top
authorities that often mentioned by other MPs. None of the MPs with highest
hub values are ministers.

Fig. 1. Ten MPs with highest hub and authority values based on the HITS algorithm.
The darker red, the larger authority value, and the darker blue, the larger hub value.

The second reference network has parties as nodes instead of MPs. Mentions
between MPs were obtained similarly as for the first reference network. MPs
were then grouped into 11 different parties based on their party memberships.
The Sankey diagram in the figure 2 depicts how MPs in government parties make
reference to MPs in other parties and Fig. 3 the other way around. For example,
MPs in the Green League speak mostly about MPs in the Centre Party and
National Coalition Party, probably due to disputes related to e.g. environmental
issues. The Sankey diagrams were drawn using pySankey12.

12 https://github.com/anazalea/pySankey



Fig. 2. The mentions from government parties (on the left) to all other parties (on the
right) with nonnormalized weights.

Fig. 3. The mentions from opposition parties (on the left) to all other parties (on the
right) with nonnormalized weights.

Analyses and visualization like these can be used point out phenomena of
potential interest in parliamentary discussion, but in order to really interpret
the results traditional close reading the speeches is needed. The faceted search
engines and other tools of the ParliamentSampo portal make it easy to filter out,
e.g., those speeches of an individual MP or all members of a party that mention
particular MPs [9].



4 Discussion

This paper presented the idea of creating reference networks of MPs based on
references to other MPs in their speeches. As a case study, a reference network
based on 65 000 speeches given in the Parliament of Finland in 2015–2019 was
created using methods of NER and NEL, and examples of network analyses
based on it were presented. Our first experiments suggest that network analyses
can be used to find out possibly interesting phenomena in the discussions but
interpreting the results require close reading the related texts. In order to sup-
port both distant and close reading tasks, the ParliamentSampo system under
development aims to integrate seamlessly semantic faceted search and browsing
facilities with data-analytic tools. On one hand, faceted search can be sed to
filter easily out a subsets of speeches to be studied by network analysis, and on
the other hand, faceted search can be used for finding speeches when interpreting
analyses that have been made by external tools on top of the SPARQL endpoint,
like the ones presented in section 3.
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